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Women’s 6s Pull the Twigger 
By Clare Twigger 
 
After a goal-less season thus far, the pre-game air was thick with anticipation (literally, 
it was smoggy af). The 6’s took to their home turf to face Whitfords hangrier than a 
drunken fresher at HJ’s post Ave to get some points on the boards. Under the 
guidance of guest coach Frank ‘Fear’ Fitzgerald, the 6’s took charge early with newbie 
Kirsten ‘K Dawg’ Van Der Walt scoring her 1st of 2 vicious goals from the post. Goal 
highlights to follow included Lauren ‘L-Daddy’ Grey’s 1:1 with the keeper, who was no 
match for L-Daddy’s signature ‘back dat a** up’ manoeuvre and a reverse-stick slip 
from the spot delivered by Bec ‘Ports’ Porter resulted in a convincing 4:0 win. The win 
was celebrated in style with a picnic featuring burgers, bevs and of course, the team 
mascot- Justin the Gnaughty Gnome.  
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UWAHC Instagram 
 
This season sees the launch of the official UWA Hockey Club Instagram 
@uwahockey.  
 
Be sure to have a look and follow us to keep up to date on all the latest 
UWAHC news and events! If you wish to submit a photo, please send 
through to David by emailing communicatons@uwahockey.org.au 

Metro 2’s Smash ECU 
By Andy Mellor 
 
In the battle of the tertiary institutions it was clear early on that Supertafe were 
anything but! To put it bluntly if Pony scores a hat-trick and you can get away with 
Judd & Casper playing minutes in defence against you, then you're doing it wrong! 
Most enjoyed a visit down memory lane, having not played at Yokine since under 11's. 
13-0 to the good, but we called it 11. Maybe ECU should consider raising the 
minimum ATAR from 55...... 
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Snack Of The Week: 
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Eight’s Match Report (above) 

Thought of the Week: 
How old will Ryan 

Gosling be when he 
finally becomes Ryan 

Goose? 
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Contribute to The Dribble! 
 
If you have any content you would like to see included in The Dribble, 
please contact David at communications@uwahockey.org.au 
 

 
 
 

Men’s 1s Move To First 
By Matt Fisher 
 
The Men’s 1s have moved to top of the table with 7 wins a draw and a loss following a 
convincing 7-2 win over reigning Premiers WASPs. Harry Golding opened the account 
with a deft shot from close to the baseline, wisely opting not to pass the ball to a 
lurking David Edmonds who definitely would have missed it. Tom Wickham was 
returning from a successful Azlan Shah tournament and knocked in 3 goals. The big 
story however was Matt Fisher, who scored his first ever goal in the Premier League 
with a field goal in the second half. Fish was moved to centre half for the game and 
prolific in the middle of the ground. Coby Green also managed to get his name on the 
score sheet with a simple tap-in, impressive considering he had spent the weekend at 
a music festival, a recount of which can be seen below. 

Coby Green’s pictorial 
review of Groovin’ The 
Moo 2017 
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The Men’s 1s now play Westside Wolves at Shenton on 
Sunday the 21st in what is anticipated to be a close game. 
It is as yet unknown if the young Wolves side will include 
Daniel Beale - fresh from his European adventures in his 
first game against his old club.  
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